WEEKEND WALKS & TRIPS COORDINATORS REPORT – AGM August 2015
Again this year our leaders have provided a variety of activities on the weekend program
including day walks, full pack hikes, MTB rides and kayaking. There were a variety of extended
trips. Some of the highlights of last year's programmes were: Kynie's 3-day Central Coast trip,
Don & Bernie's 5-day Bombala trip, Chris Bellamy's 2 weeks of day cycles near Melbourne, the
Xmas Camp on the Moruya River, Chris Bellamy's 3 weeks of kayaking & walking in Tasmania, Jim
Graham's week of walking in the Snowies, Laurie's 11th Laurel Hill trip; Paul's 4-day Budawangs
hike, Barbara Liddle's 5-days of walking in the snow, based at Thredbo and my mid-week trip to
Sydney and surrounds. That is quite a selection of trips on offer, so a special thankyou to those
leaders who put in a lot of time to research and put such trips together. They are always popular
and I encourage others to do the same.
The weekend program is bolstered by combined activities added to our program from members
who belong to other bushwalking clubs. This helps them as well as us. So thankyou to Mary
Furness for the monthly kayaks, and Caryll Sefton and Lee Cordner for their shared activities.
Thankyou to all the weekend and trip leaders over the past year for organising and being willing
to share these activities with others.
Karen Davis
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Most activities went ahead as per the program. Worth mentioning was the Budawangs Track
Maintenance weekend in June which 10 of our members attended along with 7 from Canberra
Bushwalkers and 3 National Park rangers.
We drove in from Nerriga to a base camp at Piercy's Clearing near the Vines for 2 nights. From
here we cleared the track from the Vines to Styles Creek and also into Hidden Valley. In sections
the track had become quite overgrown. The rangers did the chainsaw work to remove or cut
steps into the trees fallen across the track.
We had lovely weather though cool and the rangers served us some lovely breakfasts and
dinners. It was good to socialise with another walking club and the rangers around the fire.
Thanks to those who volunteered their weekend. It was nice to give something back.
Karen Davis

